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“Don’t just teach a man to fish.  

Go fishing with him” 
 

- Nobhojit Roy - 



While preventing unintended consequences 

Welling DR, Ryan JM, Burris DG, Rich NM. Seven sins of humanitarian medicine. World J Surg. 2010 Mar;34(3):466-70. 

seven major opportunities for improvement in the art and

science of humanitarian medicine.
The following are major reasons for failures in human-

itarian medicine:

Sin #1: Leaving a mess behind. Complications can ruin
everything. The death of a child can quickly erase the

memories of a thousand successful operations. A good

example of this principle is found in reviewing the story of
Operation Smile. Operation Smile had been described as a

‘‘model charity.’’ It was founded in 1982, to increase vastly
the ability to treat cleft palate and cleft lip cases throughout

the developing world. This humanitarian effort quickly

gained popularity and traction. Supporters of this organi-
zation have even included Mother Theresa, Goldie Hawn,

and Bill Gates. It became a well-funded charity. The

problems with Operation Smile began in 1998 with the
death of a child in China. It was alleged that ‘‘…It was the

direct result of a poorly run mission with far too much

attention being paid to publicity and not enough to patient
safety and standard operating techniques.’’ Medical pro-

fessionals at the Beijing hospital where Operation Smile

conducted the mission also were severely critical, saying
‘‘There was a high number of serious complications where

children suffered from excessive bleeding or had to have

emergency surgery because their palates had collapsed.’’
Besides the criticism of the Chinese mission, there was a

child who died because the oxygen supply had run out in

Kenya, and another child died in Viet Nam of unrecog-
nized asthma. This sort of adverse publicity has had a

predictable, negative effect upon the organization, which

continues to operate missions throughout the world. Major
contributors withdrew offers of support, and the organiza-

tion has undergone some serious restructuring and intro-

spection as a result of these accusations. ‘‘After Operation
Smile came to Bolivia, several children needed extensive

follow-up care at San Gabriel Hospital, according to Dr.

Roberto Rosa, a pediatric surgeon there who was sharply
critical of Operation Smile and other charities. ‘‘This is a

form of neo-colonialism,’’ argued Dr. Rosa, saying that

Operation Smile had committed ‘‘surgical safaris against

our children,’’ who are from poor families who are unlikely

to complain [2].
Perhaps some of the difficulty encountered by Opera-

tion Smile revolved around the complexity of the cases

they attempted. As a rule, the more difficult cases should
not be routinely done by humanitarian medicine transient

teams, in our view. Sometimes ‘‘No’’ is the best answer

when pressed. Surely it is wise to always review the
capabilities of the team and never allow providers to do

more than they should be doing, given limitations of
equipment, time, etc. Numbers of cases performed should

not be allowed to trump patient safety and proper moni-

toring. Large and complex cases should be reviewed and
only performed when the team is convinced that the case

can be done safely, and that the patient will receive good

care when the humanitarian team is no longer on the
scene. This implies a great degree of trust and cooperation

with local health care providers, which Operation Smile

apparently did not always have. We also believe that
ideally, visiting surgeons should be teaching local sur-

geons how to do the operations and have them fully

onboard in the decision-making and care, especially if the
visitors plan to leave patients with unresolved issues. If

local surgeons feel that they lack expertise in a particular

operation and ask for training by the visiting surgeons,
then certainly that sort of training is sensible and more

likely will have a positive outcome.

One good rule is to offer the types of procedures that are
minimally invasive, to relieve immediate discomfort, and

that require little follow-up care, especially for missions that

are short-term. Thus, removal of abscessed teeth, removal of
ingrown toenails, fitting of eyeglasses—simple acts of this

sort will create good will and a positive memory of the care

given, with little risk of leaving a mess behind [3].
Sin #2: Failing to match technology to local needs and

abilities. Despite what we may think, a vast part of our

world does not have high-speed Internet access, or even
electricity, or potable water. As we prepare to go off on a

mission to a disadvantaged country, we ought to be asking

ourselves how we might best go about helping. Generally,
bringing the latest and the greatest new technology into a

society that is impoverished can be more a cruel joke than a

boon for the people. Yet, as we prepare to go, we generally
like to surround ourselves with equipment that we normally

use, and so this error is very easily understood. Here is a

telling quote from a Belgian plastic surgeon, Dr. Christian
Dupuis, who has volunteered to go to South East Asia for

several months each year since the 1970s: ‘‘I have seen

professors from fancy American universities teaching
endoscopy skills in Laos to internists who don’t have

access to an endoscope.…’’ [4] Perhaps this foible is

somewhat tied into the desire to do a ‘‘first,’’ as in doing the
first laparoscopic adrenalectomy in the Amazon basin. It is

Table 1 The seven sins of humanitarian medicine

Sin #1: Leaving a mess behind

Sin #2: Failing to match technology to local needs and abilities

Sin #3: Failing of NGOs to cooperate and help each other, and to
cooperate and accept help from military organizations

Sin #4: Failing to have a follow-up plan

Sin #5: Allowing politics, training, or other distracting goals to trump
service, while representing the mission as ‘‘service’’

Sin #6: Going where we are not wanted, or needed and/or being poor
guests

Sin #7: Doing the right thing for the wrong reason
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